Vocal range:

The top and bottom staves are written for two tracks of taped voice (top voice in left channel, bottom voice in right channel). The middle staves are for the third and fourth voices, performed live which play off of and pass notes to the taped voices. Notes in the top staff of the live voice part correspond to the left channel, middle staff to the center, and bottom to the right channel. Where only two staves appear in the live part, they correspond to the right and left channels. Straight lines indicate actual physical movement, keeping a steady pitch. Glissando lines also indicate movement, but singing a glissando. All pitch values are relative and notation for the middle voice is flexible - if something interesting starts to happen, go with it (within reason, and general style of this piece), finding beats and other sound phenomena that are interesting. With two performers, there is more flexibility with movement and pitch. Bar lines mark off clock time.